Shannon Sanders coaches Peter Symons

You can
be in the
paper,
too!

Heather Sibley coaches Fabrizio mamone

>What Peter ran 5K, slowly. >Where
he wants coaching I want to run

5K, but quicker and without stopping.
>What Shannon says The best thing
to do is carry some gels or, in my case,
sport beans for ENERGY BURSTS .
Peter Symons coaches Ben Kaplan

>What Ben ran I didn’t. >Where he
wants coaching Um, getting
re-started? >What Peter says

START RUNNING IMMEDIATELY
but start off slowly, perhaps 2K three
times a week. Then pick it up to 3K and
pick up the pace. The books all say not
to add more than 10% as you’re
increasing distance but I added 25%
in the early stages (with no ill effects).
And: STRETCH LOTS .
Ben Kaplan coaches Marc Dowdell

>What Marc ran 6.6K in
35 minutes. >Where he wants
coaching To finish the half marathon
under 1:52 for a new PB! >What Ben
says Controlled SPEED WORK ,

say, 400, 600, 800 and 1,000 metres,
twice, in which your last rep is as
fast — if not faster than — your first.
Marc Dowdell coaches Amanda Olanski

>What Amanda ran 14K in 1:12.
>Where she wants coaching

Developing a strength program to
run the half-marathon, sub 1:35.
>What Marc says Squats and dead
lifts help engage leg and pelvis muscles
that you don’t work as hard if you just
run. To help with balance, try
single-legged versions. Variations
on planks and bridges can help
STRENGTHEN YOUR CORE (helps
maintain an efficient, upright running
posture and enables you to maintain
speed, even as you become fatigued
near the end of a half-marathon.)

>What Fabrizio ran 7K. >Where he
wants coaching 5K, in under 22:10.
>What Heather says Time for speed

work! Use a 400m track and aim for
12 x 400m at your 5K goal pace.
Take 30 seconds of recovery time
between each 400m — after a few
weeks drop it to 15 sec. If you don’t
have a track available, use a straight
stretch of road, sprinting between
every two or three light posts.

coach me if you ran

run
coach
get
coached

Olivier Dyason coaches Heather Sibley

>What Heather ran 13K. >Where
she wants coaching Motivation on

What is EachCoach?
It’s personalized
training advice
for every runner,
from beginner to
marathoner. After
you run, go to

eachcoach.com

my long runs for October’s Scotiabank
Toronto Waterfront marathon. >What
Olivier says The toughest part of any
run, from 5K to 42K, is GETTING
OUT THE DOOR . I find it easier to
do long runs by listening to music,
a podcast (comedic ones are my
favourite) or a book on tape. Force
yourself to only listen to these while
running — that will motivate you to
get out there and shift your focus from
running to what you’re listening to.

and tell us about it.
We’ll find you a coach
and ask you to
coach someone else.
Plus, each week a
selection of your advice
will appear on this page

Leigh Henry coaches Olivier Dyason

>What Olivier ran 22K, at an easy
pace. >Where he wants coaching

Keeping my pace consistent on long
runs. >What Leigh says Your long
runs should be at a much SLOWER
PACE than your regular runs.
Concentrate on covering the distance
Amanda Olanski coaches Perry Curiston and keep track of your pace so you can
adjust accordingly. If you have a friend
who runs at a slower pace, see if you
can team up with them.
Perry Curiston coaches Leigh Henry

>What Perry ran 9K
>Where he wants coaching

Completing the marathon under three
hours. >What Amanda says 1) HOT
YOGA at least three times per week,
especially following the long runs. 2)
Speed training — going to a track,
setting goals and consistently
lengthening the sprint duration, and
adding more sets. 3) Hill training (No.
2 and No. 3 enhance strength in other
muscles that come into play during the
second half of the marathon.)

>What Leigh ran 7.29K.
>Where she wants coaching

Increase distance, post-Achilles injury.
>What Perry says Visit your doctor
or physiotherapist to get some expert
advice. When you have a clear bill
of health, then proceed.

questions? comments? We’d love to hear from you! Email Ben Kaplan at

hello@eachcoach.com

